
First Class Interior and Exterior Protection

Extra protection. Extra peace of mind. Mercedes-Benz Financial Services offers an 
enhanced level of protection—First Class Interior and Exterior Protection—using  
DuPont™ products, with state-of-the-art, nano ceramic technology. A protective 
coating is applied to safeguard your vehicle against environmental and man-made 
hazards, while maintaining your vehicle’s overall appearance. 

Offered by Advantage Product Pipeline, LLC
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DuPont™ and the DuPont Oval Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of affiliates of DuPont de Nemours, Inc.  
used under license by Advantage Product Pipeline, LLC. Please see your dealer for more information and refer to the 
Limited Warranty for the DuPont™ Automotive Protection Package for further details, coverage limitations, and exclusions. 
MBFS NMLS #2546.



Exterior Protection
Paint Protector  — Oxidation from sun damage, bird droppings, water spotting,  
insects and tree sap are just a few of the adverse effects that can damage your  
exterior vehicle finish.

DuPontTM Exterior Protection helps to maintain the beautiful high-gloss finish of  
your vehicle’s exterior. Once applied, you can easily remove insects or debris that  
have landed on your vehicle. Additionally, your new alloy wheels will be protected  
from brake dust penetration and your exterior headlights from yellowing or clouding.1

 

In addition to carpet, fabric, leather, and paint protection,  
you’ll get the following added benefits:

 • Product Warranty on new vehicles and  
  pre-owned vehicles2

 • No need for re-application  

 • Transferable to a subsequent owner3

Keep your Mercedes-Benz looking newer, longer.  
Ask your Mercedes-Benz dealer about First Class  
Interior and Exterior Protection today.

More coverage. More protection.

Interior Protection
Leather Protector  — Though tough in its own right, leather surfaces are still  

vulnerable to soiling and staining. DuPont™ Interior Protection helps to prevent  
fading, discoloration and cracking of the interior finish by acting as a barrier to  
help keep mishaps from penetrating the surface.1

Carpet and Fabric Protectors — Carpet and upholstery fabric are exposed to  
spills, splatters, and everyday mishaps. DuPont™ Interior Protection will help provide  
protection against staining, high temperatures, and discoloration. It is designed to  
make it easier to clean up spills and splatters, and extends the life of your vehicle’s 
brand new interior.1

Extra care. Inside and out.
You want your vehicle’s carpet, fabric, leather, and paint to maintain its incredible look and feel. First Class Interior and Exterior Protection with DuPontTM protective 
coating helps preserve your vehicle’s carpet, fabric, leather, and paint against the normal wear and use that happens over time. Take a look at the advantages:

Coverage does not guarantee the carpet, paint, fabric, or leather, alloy wheel or exterior headlight will, in all cases,  
be restored to its original condition. Not all types of damage are covered; for example, damage caused by certain  
common household substances is not covered. Coverage does not apply to theft, vandalism, fire, collision, rust,  
chipping or flaking paint, rips, tears, burns, punctures, damage due to corrosive materials, headliners or convertible  
tops. For stains caused by dyes or ink, remedy will be cleaning and professional redying of affected area. Remedy  
for exterior headlight is professional reconditioning only. 

1

New vehicle limited warranty includes professional reconditioning, repair or replacement of the subject surface.  
Pre-Owned vehicle limited warranty is limited to professional reconditioning and for repair only. 3Warranty transferable to  
one retail owner for the remainder of the term at no additional cost. Transferred warranty will include professional  
reconditioning only. 
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